Note: The searches were executed in the following four databases: (1) EBM Reviews -Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials <June 2018>, (2) EBM Reviews -Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews <2005 to July 11, 2018>, (3) Embase <1974 to 2018 July 17>, (4) Ovid MEDLINE(R) and Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, and Daily <1946 to July 17, 2018>
Study selection
The excluded studies included several key CVD review articles, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and aggregate clinical trial studies, [9] [10] [11] [12] whose bibliographies were screened for identification of additional relevant studies. We also excluded a number of potentially eligible records when more comprehensive or updated results for the same participants and risk comparison were published in another report; 13-16 risk associations were reported in a way that would not allow for pairwise grouping with other studies reporting similar associations to facilitate pooling of results; 17-21 or results were reported as number of events or unadjusted risk estimates only. [22] [23] [24] [25] Note: the references cited in the paragraph above are listed at the end of the appendix 2 Appendix Current exposure to DDI vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to ATV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to TDF vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to LPV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to FTC vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to 3TC vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to d4T vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to ZDV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to IDV vs. not currently exposed Effect measure Current exposure to NFV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to SQV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to RTV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to EFV vs. not currently exposed Current exposure to NVP vs. not currently exposed Klein Legend: + means this is clearly described and adequate; -means this is unclear, inadequate or not reported; *, The HIV+ cohort (NA-ACCORD study) was compared to a general population cohort from a different study (Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities [ARIC] study); Note: a superscript alongside the author name/year is used to denote the reference number of the study; NA, Not applicable; P, Prospective; R, Retrospective 
